
The workplace
as a convincing
destination.
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In a few year - as we have all seen -
the world of work has undergone 
huge changes. It has become 
more transversal, delocalised, fluid. 
Offices are no longer simply physical 
containers to accommodate people, 
but a multi-purpose space where 
simultaneously converge different 
activities and needs. There is an 
acute need for more open and 
welcoming work environments 
designed to accommodate flexible 
work flows and functions, but which 
also convey a strong identity, making 
people feel they belong to a group. 
Spaces designed to promote 
individual and collective wellbeing, 
which offer more on an emotional 
level, too, compared to a virtual, 
externalized workplace. 

This is a challenge that
we at Tecno chose to take up.
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A space with a home-effect feeling, 
welcoming and comfortable
but efficient. It stimulates discussion 
and cross-fertilization, to drive 
the exchanging of ideas 
and foster community.

Solutions for open spaces

WQube & TQube
WQube selfstanding partition and
TQube phone booth.

Clavis
Workstation and meeting tables.

Pons
Modular sofa and tables.

Pax
Acoustic chair.



98
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Dimmable 
lighting

Concealed cable 
management

Noise reduction 
up to Rw 56 dB

WQube
   TQube

Constant air 
circulation

Modular
system

Power supply
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Shelves and storage unitsBoard moduleAudio/Video module External booking display
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1. Lighting and ventilation
The lighting and ventilation unit are hosted in 
the ceiling. The light source, a high-performance 
LED, is fully dimmable in intensity. The ventilation 
system is silent, energy efficient and adjustable 
from 0-400 m³/h. Wiring is completely concealed 
and only electrical connection is required 
to activate the system.

2. Shelves and storage units
The solid partition is available with horizontal 
slats, and can be equipped with shelves and 
storage units.

3. Aesthetic continuity
The innovative flush coupling system
dematerializes the structure, making the glass
and panels appear to be suspended to ensures
visual continuity between materials of different 
thicknesses and finishes, even alternating
with each other (glass, wood, metal, fabric
plasterboard).

2

4

4. Room reservation monitor
The integration of the external monitors 
at the entrance allows the booking of private 
offices or meeting rooms.

5. Video conference
Upon request, it is possible to set up a dedicated 
frame for video conference monitors (up to 65”), 
as well as a dedicated all-in solution complete 
with monitor and audio-video systems, 
fully integrated in the partition.

6. Accessories and Technology
Within the partitions it is possible to accommodate, 
in a total thickness of 80mm / 3 1/5”, various 
technological systems including curtains, 
accessories and even monitors from 10” for room 
reservation up to large 65” video-conference 
monitors. Cables, equipment and technical 
elements such as thermostats, electrical 
controls and power sockets can be concealed, 
thus remaining completely enclosed.

1

3

4

5

6
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4x4 Mod.

3x3 Mod.

1x1 Mod.

1x2 Mod.
4x2 Mod.

2x2 Mod.

4x3 Mod.
3x2 Mod.

Single-glazing
Can be equipped with different 
glass thicknesses or laminated 
acoustic glasses, graphics films 
or LCD with On/Off effect.

Double-glazing
Can be equipped with different 
glass thicknesses or laminated 
acoustic glasses, graphics films 
or LCD with On/Off effect, 
curtains and LED lighting.

Solid
Can be fitted with shelves, 
hanging cabinets and concealed 
cable management, available in 
melamines, woods or fabrics.

Options:

Mod. refers to model. 
For details and measurements 
please refer to the technical sheet.

Partitions total thickness: 
80 mm / 3 1/5”
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Linea

Power supplyConcealed cable 
management

Storage units, 
drawers and lockers

Modular
system

Board moduleAudio/Video 
module

Lighting
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Planter Desk Seats Power supplyConcealed cable 
management
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Accessories
Structures integrate with accessories such 
as doors, drawers, shelves, boards and seatings, 
and can accommodate fully concealed wiring 
to connect lighting, flush with the shelf, 
video conference monitors and electrical sockets.

1. Video conference

2. Board

3. Electrical sockets

1

3

2

Configurations
Horizontal surfaces create worktops, seating 
and bookcases. Vertical surfaces organise 
the space with partitions, screens, containers 
or supports that can be integrated with lighting 
systems, fabrics and acoustic panels.

4. Material library with drawers.

5. Bookcase with seat.

6. Seat with planter and electric sockets.

7. Counter with lockers.

8. Desk top with screen and electric sockets.

4

7

8

5

6
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Finishes
The possibility of integrating the widest range 
of materials and finishes makes  it possible 
to create personal, efficient and extremely 
welcoming layouts.

1. Partition in methacrylate and bamboo, 
burgundy painted structure.

2. Seat in wool, tables in lacquered, wood and soft 
touch melamine, anthracite painted structure.

3. Storage unit in panels from industrial fabric 
re-use, ice painted structure.

4. Laminate and lacquered bookcase, 
white painted structure.

1

2

3

4
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Beam
Ø 3 cm / 1 1/5” 
Variable length

Compartments

Top-hinged flap door

Bottom-hinged flap door

Two drawers

One single large drawer

Locker door

Accesories

Lights

Power supply sockects

Planters

Dividers

Seats and desks

Joint

Panel
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Clavis

Power supplyConcealed cable 
management

Storage units, 
shelves and drawers

Visual 
privacy

Various
accessories

Modular system Acoustic 
privacy
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Accessories
The wide range of optional 
accessories allows the tables to be 
flexibly and extensively customized.

1. Screen available in two heights 
in melamine or lacquer finish, 
with optional fabric upholstery.

2. Screen available in one size 
in back-painted satin glass or 
painted metal, with optional 
magnetic fabric panel.

3. Lamp 

4. Shelf above top, in painted metal 
or lacquered, optional drawer.

5. Freestanding side container available in two 
different heights, which can be equipped 
with planter.

6. Over top socket with international sockets, 
USB, USB-C and LAN network cable.

7. Top access with cable tray.

8. Accessory hook.

1

2

3

4

6 7

5

8
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9 10

11 12

Configurations
The few essential and modular elements create 
endless possibilities that can be reconfigured or 
modified over time.

9.   Single equipped desk, with return top, 
optional modesty panel.

10. Meeting tables - round, square and 
rectangular - can be multiplied infinitely 
to create customized lengths.

11. Workstations with optional accessories, 
containers, meeting areas, in line desks, 
dividing screens, return tops and end tops.

12. Sit-stand table. 

13. Height-adjustable extends from sitting 
to standing and all intermediate adjustments 
with millimetric precision.

Power supplyConcealed cable managementVarious accessories

Visual privacyAdjustable height

13

Acoustic privacy
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Finishes

1. Etched back-painted glasses and woods elevate 
the collection to create simple and refined 
semi-directional solutions.

2. Neutral tones offer essential and effective 
solutions for working areas.

3. Wooden tops characterize small meeting areas 
in a warm and natural way.

4. Colors, in an ultra-resistant textured finish, 
as an identity element for dynamic spaces.

4

2 3
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Executive

Working

MeetingTop

Cross elements

Longitudinal elements

Legs

Electrification items

Sockets above top

Top accesses

Cable trays

Accessories
Screens

Shelves

Drawers above top

Freestanding containers

Accessories hook

Lamps

Monitor arm brackets
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P32

Swivel seat with return Tilting backrest 

Swivel armchair with automatic return 
and tilting mechanism.

The innovative combination of seat inclination 
and freedom of movement offer maximum comfort 
while still ensuring a tidy and iconic environment 
as soon as people get up.
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Plau

Available in two heights On feet or casters Visual privacy

A tub chair, with grounded sides, 
available in two seat heights - 
table or relax - on feet or castors, 
completely concealed.

The geometry, enveloping and 
comfortable, is the result of careful 
research in balancing orthogonal 
lines and soft signs.
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A space made of collaborative areas 
with furniture that can be easily 
moved, rolled away, or broken down 
completely. It boosts collaboration 
giving employees the ability to cluster 
together after a meeting to keep 
the brainstorm session rolling.

Solutions for lounge areas

Graphis
Workstation and meeting table.

Modus
Swivel chair.

Linea
Micro-architectural system.

P32, Plau a Archipelago
P32 auto-return armchair, Plau enveloping chair, 
Archipelago organic-shape seating.
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Graphis

Visual privacy Acoustic privacy Power supplyConcealed cable managementModular system
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3. Wired
A central top access allows the distribution of 
cables and with ease of accessibility for devices.

1. Rationality
The slender base panel supports the worktop 
with a slight gap, to lighten and streamline 
the entire image of the product.

2. Modularity
The heart of the system is the solid top 
that houses a series of bushings, completely 
concealed. The freedom of composition 
and the versatility allows for a wide range 
of solutions that can be reconfigured over time.

1 3

4

Configurations
The modular system is based on the logic 
of a reduced number of components, which 
are very versatile and can be repeated and 
combined with each other: rectangular or round 
tops, support angles, panel bases, dividing 
screens, containers, shelves on the top 
and accessories for electrification. 

6

5

7 8

5. Single desk, with optional return top.

6. Workstation with electrification.

7. Meeting table with electrification.

8. Round table with height-adjustable 
column base.
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Executive

Working

Meeting

Electrification items

Top access

Cable trays

Cable vertebras

Accessories

Table screens

Floor screens

Tops

L-shape base

T-shape base

Screens
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Basic

Collection consisting of sets of drawers 
with 2 or 3 drawers, cabinets with
drawers or compartments and shelves
with doors or open.

An essential and elegant connection between
different environments, with a wide range 
of color choice.

Storage units Essentiality
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Modus

Optional upholstery Adjustable height Stackable and with 
linking device

Optional armrests
and castors

Swivel seat

Seat with trestle base, stackable and linkable 
to one another, or with 5-spoke swivel base, 
with height adjustment on castors or feet, 
perfect for waiting, working, meeting, conference, 
but also hospitality and study.

The injection-molded nylon makes the shell 
pleasant to the touch and to the eye, 
guaranteeing high mechanical resistance.
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Pax

Swivel seatAcoustic privacy

Cocoon armchair with an enveloping 
shape, that protects from external noise, 
360° rotation, with automatic 
return-to-position mechanism, 
for both privacy and a fluid relationship 
with its surroundings.

Designed for the best support 
and comfort, it consists of individual neck, 
back and seat cushions that accommodate 
the body in different positions.
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A space which is fluid and multi-
purposed, where simultaneously 
converge different functions. 
It welcomes learning, meeting, 
relaxing, taking a break and sharing 
moments, as an important part 
of the working day.

Solutions for common areas

Archipelago e Laetitia
Archipelago organic-shaped seating
and Laetitia soft armchair.

WE
Industrial partition.

Modus e Graphis
Modus stackable chair and Graphis coffee table.

7170

Linea
Micro-architectural system.
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Archipelago

Modular system

A system composed of a small, medium and large 
armchair, a two-or three-seat sofas and a series 
of small tables in two sizes and three different 
heights, which can stand alone or be linked 
together in a play of overlaps and combinations. 

Each component is uniquely shaped and finely 
detailed. The individual islands can be in groups 
side-by-side or back-to-back, designing layouts 
with an unexpected approach.
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Laetitia

Modular system Egonomic comfort

Armchair and two-seat sofa with a continuous 
line between backrest and armrests.

The slender silhouette encloses the soft seat, 
made of shaped polyurethane with differentiated 
density for high comfort.
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WE

Industrial 
partition

Quick and easy 
installation

External booking 
display

1

3

2

1. Industrial
A special industrial version with horizontal 
extruded aluminum slats flush with the vertical 
uprights. The system allows the slats to be 
repositioned at any time, thanks to the coupling 
system on the vertical uprights.

2. Deflection
The levelling element, technological core 
of the product, host the glass and allows 
mechanical adjustment with the utmost 
precision to compensate for floor-to-ceiling 
excursion of up to 23 mm / 1”, for perfectly 
level the glasses once installed.

3. Room reservation monitor
The integration of the external monitors 
at the entrance allows the booking of private 
offices or meeting rooms.
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A place for people to feel safe, 
quiet and that boosts their moods. 
It enhances privacy, promotes focus 
and, above all, allows teams to spend 
quality time together. 

Solutions for working areas

Beta
Workstation and meeting tables.

Vela
Responsive chair.

WQube & TQube
WQube selfstanding partition and 
TQube phone booth.

8584
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Beta

Storage unitsEgonomic comfortModular system Power supplyConcealed cable 
management
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Everywhere
The system converts any space into an office. 
The backbone integrates electrification and 
connectivity in a completely concealed way, 
without the need for suspended ceilings 
and computer floors.  

Fast-assembly
The innovative assembly/disassembly system 
limits complex site activities and significantly 
reduces costs.

3. Ergonomic
The central area of the top is for concentration 
and the side area is for small teamwork meeting. 
In the lacquered version, the bevelled edge 
ensures maximum forearm comfort.

1

2

3

1. 2. Wired
The system, in all its versions, conceals the wiring 
in a light and discreet way, allowing to develop 
layout freely into the space.
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Configurazioni
The system is based on 3 components: backbone, 
desks and accessories, which together create 
infinite possibilities of configuration and usability, 
introducing a contemporary approach to space 
and with a wide range of customization to be 
designed. In the perspective of continuous 
evolution, light meeting solutions and rectangular 
free-standing workstations stand out, 
implementing a horizontal and highly 
collaborative organization.

4. Single desk

5. Round meeting table

6. Workstation with electrification

7. Meeting table with electrification

4

5

6 7
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Work area

Meeting area

Executive

Working

Meeting

Electrification items

Top access

Cable trays

Free-standing cable spines

Accessories

Screens

Modesty panels

Round tables for backbone

Cushions for backbone

Stationery trays

16,3 m2 16,5 m2

Power and data

Space efficiency

Storage
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Vela

Egonomic comfort Responsive comfort Adjustable height

Optional armrests, 
bases and backrests

Swivel seat

Family of seats with sled, cantilever, 4 wooden 
legs, 4 spokes fixed on castors or self-returning 
on feet, 5 swivel spokes on castors with height 
adjustment. The armrest can be upholstered 
or in aluminum, in matching finish with the base.

The sophisticated responsive system, 
hidden in the body of the seat, automatically 
adjusts the posture to the user’s weight, 
making it comfortable even for long use during 
the day, without renouncing an extremely elegant, 
light and discreet aesthetic.

1

2

3
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A place where C-level executives need 
to be more accessible, available and 
visible – in person and virtually – because 
employees are looking for a higher level 
of support. It hosts meeting, boardrooms 
and private offices for decision-making, 
coaching, feedbacks sharing. 

Solutions for executive offices

Todo Modo and Pons
Todo Modo iconic seating
and Pons modular sofa.

Vela and Clavis 
Vela responsive chair and
Clavis height adjustable table.

W80
Multifunctional 
partition.

Asymmetrical, T334-T335, PS142 e Nomos
Asymmetrical and T334-T335 executive collections, 
Serie 142 welcoming armachair and Nomos iconic table.

101100
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Todo Modo

Reversible backrestModular systemIconic design

Contemporary ottoman with fully reversible 
backrest. By alternating seats with and without 
a backrest, with free combination of finishes 
of backrest and seat, it is possible to play 
with the movement for interactive layouts.

The sharp, clean lines contrast with more 
sinuous and soft ones, creating a unique 
and distinctive object. 
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Pons

Modular system Optional armrest,
backrest and tables

Shared legFree composition

Beam-based sofa system which can be freely 
composed with coffee tables, poufs, seats, 
medium or high backrests, with or without 
armrests, for infinite in-line or back-to-back 
configurations. The upholstery, with differentiated 
density, guarantees the right balance between 
softness and weight resistance, for unparalleled 
support and comfort.
 
The flexibility and the possibility of sharing 
the leg, opens up to potentially infinite lengths 
with just as many design solutions.
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1 2

4 5

3

Nomos

Iconic design Modular system Solidity

Extremely strong, versatile 
and modular system of desks, 
workstations, meetings, up 
to board room tables with 
customized dimensions. Screens, 
concealed electrification, front 
office solutions and shelves 
complete the range.

1. 2. 3. Zoomorphic aesthetics
The top is shared and rests 
on a central structure, 
in analogy with the structure 
of the human body. 

4. Wiring
The cables run in a flexible spine 
for easy accessibility to the 
electrified sockets on the floor.

Accessories
The numerous accessories 
characterize the system, 
customizing it and increasing 
its performances. 

5. Feet
The feet allow two heights,
72 cm 2 4/5” and 65 cm 2 1/2”, 
simply by assembling them 
with or without spacers.
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A system of legs and frames, shared in the middle 
to support the top and modularly compose desks, 
workstations, meeting tables of small, medium 
and large sizes, up to custom lengths.

6. Single desk with electrification 

7. 10. Workstations with electrification

8. 9. 11. Meeting tables with electrification

9

6

7

8

10

11
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Standard chrome and black or white painted 
bases are also enhanced with an elegant polished 
black nickel finish and four metallic painted 
color options for a wide range of rich and refined 
possibilities. Fumè glass, woods and marbles tops 
create cozy tables with great aesthetic impact 
for a warm and natural environment.
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PS 148

Two heights On feet or castors

A set of armchairs in a higher and supported 
version, for table or meeting use, or a lower 
and more enveloping version, for lounge, 
waiting or conversation use.
 
Backrest and seat are enclosed in vertical 
panels that works as armrests and base. 
A well-proportioned, essential and geometric 
solution, with wheels completely concealed 
within the base.

Egonomic comfort
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W80

External
booking display

Acoustic 
privacy

Visual
privacy

Concealed cable 
management

Power supplyShelves and
storage units

Board 
module

Audio/Video
module

Various
accessories
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1

3

2

4

Partition wall system that meets all structural, 
acoustic, equipment, customization and flexibility 
requirements necessary for defining spaces, 
while also guaranteeing reconfigurability 
for future integration.

1. - 2. - 3. Aesthetic continuity
The innovative flush coupling system
dematerializes the structure, making the glass
and panels appear to be suspended to ensures
visual continuity between materials of different 
thicknesses and finishes, even alternating
with each other (glass, wood, metal, fabric
plasterboard).

4. Shelves and storage units
The solid partition is available with horizontal 
slats, and can be equipped with shelves 
and storage units.

5 7

6

7. Accessories and Technology
Within the partitions it is possible to accommodate, 
in a total thickness of 80mm / 3 1/5”, various 
technological systems including curtains, 
accessories and even monitors from 10” for room 
reservation up to large 65” video-conference 
monitors. Cables, equipment and technical 
elements such as thermostats, electrical 
controls and power sockets can be concealed, 
thus remaining completely enclosed.

5. Room reservation monitor
The integration of the external monitors 
at the entrance allows the booking of private 
offices or meeting rooms.

6. Video conference
Upon request, it is possible to set up a dedicated 
frame for video conference monitors (up to 65”), 
as well as a dedicated all-in solution complete 
with monitor and audio-video systems, 
fully integrated in the partition.
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Asymmetrical

Personal compartment
with socket access

Power supplyConcealed cable 
management

Sliding top
with socket access

Storage units
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2

1 3

4

5

6

2. 6. Concealed wiring
The cables run inside the support 
bases and the side container, 
while the sockets are immediately 
accessible by sliding the meeting 
tables top or inside the service 
compartment of the desk. 

A collection of meeting tables and executive 
desks that elevates the quality of craftsmanship 
to a more contemporary idea of technology, 
concealed in pure, minimal forms, held in 
a precise and rarefied balance.

1. 2. Excellent finishes
The tops in wood or lacquer and the bases in 
lacquer, wood or marble can be freely combined.
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7

8 9

10

7. 8. Rectangular Meeting
The two bases, differing in length and width 
from each other, harmoniously follow the 
asymmetrical shape of the table, with only 
one corner actually at 90°.

10. Oval meeting
The asymmetrical shapes rests on the cylindrical 
base shifted eccentrically towards the edge. 
The irregular sections are connected by elegant 
metal joints for a unique graphic effect.

9. Desk
The desk cantilevers over the container for 
a elegant and slender effect. The floor wiring 
runs inside the side container, while the sockets 
are immediately accessible inside the personal 
service compartment recessed into the desk. 
The compartment also serves as a leather-
finished desk top and extra personal space.
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Cento

Storage units Modular systemCraftsmanship

The collection consists of storage or bookcase 
units in 3 modular heights that can be combined 
with hinged doors, small drawers, single large 
drawer or simply open shelf.

Minimal and without strong characterizing 
elements, the product is recognizable at first sight 
thanks to the high level of craftsmanship with
traditional wood craftsmanship techniques.
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T334-T335

Iconic design Concealed cable managementCraftsmanship

1

3

4

2

Round and oval table available in 3 different 
sizes and two different top heights, high and low, 
together with a special ultra-low coffee table version.

1. Excellent finishes
Tops in high quality gloss lacquered.

2. Legs
The legs are optionally twinned, to increase stability 
and enrich the design in large custom-made 
boardroom tables.

3. Tops
The tops are formed from circumferential portions 
connected by delicate aluminum joints, for 
a rigorous design with a strong personality.

4. Concealed wiring
The wiring runs along the leg reaching the top 
accesses, which are in the same finish of the top.
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The table are available in two heights: the lower 
version further emphasises the length and 
grandeur of the product, fitting perfectly with 
the horizontal layouts of the modern offices, 
together with matching chairs, with lower 
height and more welcoming. The taller version, 
meanwhile, match standard height chairs 
for a desk feeling.
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PS 142

Two heights On feet or castersIconic design

Graphic and characterizing armchairs, in a higher 
and more sustained version, for a table or meeting, 
or a lower and more enveloping version, for sitting, 
waiting or conversation.

The distinctive element is the central cut that 
makes the backrest, already soft and supported, 
also flexible and adaptable to the posture 
of the  users.
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We draw on our specific sector 
experience without being afraid 
to change, innovate and evolve; 
to respond to today’s needs with 
tomorrow’s solutions. We make 
technology more human, closer 
to the actual needs of workers. 
Naturally, we design responsive 
furnishings, flexible structures, 
and integrated systems. Most 
importantly, we create solutions 
that help people feel closer 
to each other, to the work they do, 
to the goals they need to achieve 
and to the company’s values.

And for us, this is the most 
important achievement.
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